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For instance, the specific gravity of the strong zinc chloride solution is 1.6, then 1.6 divided into 20 grammes gives the number of cubic centimeters (--==12.5 cu. cm.) which have to be
measured off to be used for testing as described before.
Testing of Tar-Oil. At a temperature of 20 degrees Celsius the tar-oil must be limpid, and to test it, shake the tar-oil well, pour a few drops on a folded filter paper, and observe whether after absorption there remain undissolved particles on top of the paper, if the amount of these is large, the tar oil must not be used for impregnation. To find the specific gravity, the tar-oil must be heated, or cooled off, to a temperature of 15 degrees Celsius; then drop slowly an hydrometer into the same, and read the number at the surface of the oil. This number indicates the specific gravity of the tar-oil at 15 degrees Celsius; small variations in temperature are of minor importance, and can be corrected closely enough by adding or subtracting* 3 to the figure in the third place of the specific gravity for every 2 degrees variation from 15 degrees Celsius.
Laboratory Distillation of the Tar-Oil. By means of a funnel, 102 cu. cm. of tar-oil at about 15 degrees Celsius are to be filled into a retort, a thermometer is to be inserted, but in such a manner that the quicksilver ball shall be in or below the neck of the retort but shall not touch the oil, or will not be covered by the same. The retort must be heated slowly, until all the water, which is contained in nearly every tar-oil, is evaporated. Stronger heat can then be applied to the retort,, but it must be so regulated that in one1 second two drops will distill over. The distilled product will IK* caught in a graduated glass cylinder, and the* different quantities are to be read and noted which distill over from the oil (become volatile)* within the various intervals of temperature, say to 125 degrees Cdshis (150 decrees) from 150 degrees to 235 degrees, and aifain from 150 decrees to 355 decrees Celsius, and which are specified in the "Inscription of the Process, and Specifications" as to the composition and proportions of tlir impregnating fluid.
I'intHn^ the rcrcenhivtc of Carbolic Acid. (Arid Constituents of tlit1 Oil.) The entire amount of the distilled tar-oil is to be mixer! in a separating funnel with 50 cu. cm. of caustic 4 ocla of 1.15 specific ijravitv at 15 decrees Celsius, shaken well for about five minutes, after which let it stand and settle. The caustic soda absorbs the carbolic acid and precipitates; the stopcock of tlie funnel is to be opened and the precipitated caustic soda is eatudit in a jm-eu. cm. graduated j^lass cylinder. The same operation must also be repeated with 50 cu. cm. of fresh caustic soda, in make sure that all carbolic acid is extracted from the oil. The caustic soda of both manipulations is then

